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ABSTRACT

Collaborative effort is required in DSD (Distributed Software Development) in order to develop software in manageable components. Immense effort is taking place due to the cultural, geographical and temporal distances among project teams in Pakistani Software Industry to this end. The purpose of this study is to propose a solution during DSD that will help the distributed teams in coordinating their activities. Our solution enhances the management associated activities and assists in optimal usage of team coordination in dispersed settings. The method that we used is single case study type, which involved distributed software business to assess the usefulness and efficiency related to Pakistan’s DSD industries, and has shown strong tendency of participants towards the effectiveness of proposed team coordination framework. Results indicate that the predictable solution will look up the group management, which is considered as a vigorous issue of Pakistani DSD industry. Furthermore, it will assist in resolving the problems of team coordination in distributed situation. One of the most significant current discussion about the proposed solution suggested that it helps in human communication methods team coordination in a distributed environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

DSD is considered as a collaborative activity in which team members work collectively to produce a product [1]. At the present time it is usual practice to have disseminated teams working together for producing a software product [2]. DSD locates the software team to disperse location throughout the software life cycle [3]. This practice has strengthened its roots to such an extent that it is becoming a standard for software development [4].

DSD research is highly interested in different merits such as highly skilled and cheap labor which is available across the border and round the clock in a working environment [5]. The quality of software development increases in DSD rapidly due to optimal usage of resources and cost saving [6]. In spite of benefits, the pitfalls of DSD cannot be ignored i.e. communication, team coordination and controls are the major issues [1-2].
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In the new global development environment, team coordination is a central issue for outsource organization [3-4]. Hence, team coordination arises problems such as Response delay, Spontaneous informal communication, and Knowledge sharing due to decentralized team members as mentioned in existing studies [4-5]. In addition, we extracted the issues for Pakistani software DSD organizations through survey. Therefore, these problems result in inadequate communication, coordination, allocation of circumstance and unfortunate approach into development behavior [7]. For exchanging necessary project information, coordination is needed in a diverse environment by software teams. It can be defined as “to attain the project goals the deed of performing together amicably and dealing with interdependencies of tasks in which numerous actors are involved and several activities are performed” [4,8].

Different teams are involved for the product development i.e. project management team, designing team, developer team etc. and all the teams work collectively. These teams coordinate for the organization and management of the production operations. Team coordination is an important determinant for team performance in software development especially in a disbursed environment. Team coordination is the interpersonal connections between members that are necessary for exchange of data, emerging and preserving communication designs and mutually agreed upon team up grades toward the constructing and conveying of an ordinary project [9].

Various activities in team coordination includes what has been done in software development such as effort coursework, assigning roles, work arrangement plus tasks, knowledge allocation and arranging processes [1,10-11]. In DSD, there are various challenges like team coordination together with; problem in time zone differences, deficiency in collective ownership and trust, assignments of responsibilities and roles [12-13].

Hence in Pakistan for DSD the team coordination has played a vital role in project development and same major issues of team coordination are being faced by the software industry to attain the international standards of software development [14-15]. Therefore, team coordination raised issues in project management activities i.e. requirement analysis, architecture designing, development, unit testing etc. for synchronization of work [16-17].

It is approved that the coordination management is an additional action in DSD for the improvement of software development; as we conducted review in the Pakistani organization to identify the team coordination pitfalls. The selected organization based on Pakistani DSD and its offices situated in Denmark and Ireland. The major domain of project development of DSD organization is security and health relevant projects development. The review amongst the team members of Pakistani DSD organization conducted to identify the challenges of team coordination and result depicted that knowledge sharing response delay, Cultural differences, Language difference, Data management, spontaneous informal communication etc. are the reason of improper coordination amongst teams as highlighted in the existing literature [12-13]. Therefore, there is decrease in quality and increase in failure of projects due to improper synchronization in tasks.

In order to achieve effectual software development, there are some existing solutions proposed in literature to increasing proficiency in coordination/communication management, e.g. the ProxiScientia, tool supports project manager towards increased coordination transparency by informing team members regarding the job
dependencies [11], Iris is used to solve coordination practices with agile method in distributed spreading [18-19] social media tools like Dropbox, G+, skype, Facebook tool etc. are used for project development and monitoring across boundaries [1,19-20]. Whereas, these is still need of efficient team coordination tools for better quality and higher customer satisfaction within limited resources as recommended by the Standish group report and version one report of UK instead of theoretical solutions.

All along by way of apparatus and structure, massive quantity of coordination apparatuses needs modifications to provide standardized coordination procedure, mutual fine-tuning and direct management [6]. Hence, Continuous coordination by process slanting approaches and informal knowledge distribution tactics are available to deal with coordination issues [21]. We proposed a framework that merged communiqué, coordination and project management behavior all along with the improvement process stream to moderate the disbursed development trouble. Therefore, this study improves team coordination in disbursed Pakistani software industry and shifts our conceptual framework into practice.

In Section 2, we describe related work dealing with team coordination challenges. Section 3 elaborates the materials and methods. Section 4 presents the results and discussion of conducted case study and section 5 concludes the respective research. Finally, section 6 discusses the future work.

2. RELATED WORK

Some existing research has been proposed to manage the team coordination difficulties in DSD. A structure incorporating coordination activities is introduced [22] across boundaries in a disbursed team. The proposed structure conspiracy of silence technological aspects also projects management solution aspects. Usage of collaborative apparatus facilitates the team Coordination. However, this solution not appropriate for the decision-making customization speed and knowledge management.

Redmiles et. al. [21] introduced the coordination supported tool i.e. ProxiScientia, which supports the project manager activities to increase coordination transparency by informing team members regarding their job dependencies. They suggest that some software engineering practices in a project named Iris gain more attention in globally spread team members due to allocating tasks by aligning and integrating their tasks. For coding, research community suggested that coordination challenges are dealt to collaborate. They put forward, that along with the collaborative coding, collaborative software engineering should also be in put in use [10].

Several scrum practices are suggested to be used in distributed environment to moderate problems of management, communication, and control in a detached environment. A case study was performed to estimate the impact of using scrum practices in distributed environment. Outcome showed that the scrum practices are also valued in distributed environment as they are in collocated settings [23].

By means of the powerful reputation of community medium there are some opinions to apply communal media in software development. A study presents examples showing how Facebook tool serves the software projects development and monitoring. Social media like Facebook
is helpful in solving coordination, communication and other challenges of distributed environment for the reason to uphold online behavior of the whole day in the project [1]. Challenges about announcement, coordination, organization and information administration are described in [24]. Challenges as regards to announcement, coordination, organization and information administration are described in [25-26].

Literature and practitioners address the team coordination challenges by giving those assorted solutions intended for victorious team coordination behavior [17]. Email, scrum meetings and chat rooms are additional improvement practices for the victorious. Apart from the Github and Assembla a number of collaborative work spaces are also introduced to overcome team coordination issues [1]. Table 1 shows some problems of team coordination and their mitigation practices i.e. lack of face to face communication, Response delay, Cultural differences, Language difference etc. [1,27-30]. Although existing proposed solutions have helped in a noteworthy way and provided with significant benefits, they still have some flaws that need improvements [3].

All along by way of the apparatus and structure massive quantity of coordination mechanisms are prolonged to be introduced. Some described coordination mechanisms are standardization, mutual adjustment and direct supervision [6]. Continuous coordination is another explicated novel mechanism that merges some formal i.e. process slanting approaches, and informal knowledge distribution approaches to deal with coordination challenges [26].

The study proposed a framework merging communiqué, coordination and project management behavior all along with an improved process stream to moderate the dispersed development trouble.

3. MATERIALS AND METHOD

After the review of previous work dealing team coordination challenges; we identified problems and solutions by presenting and proposing the framework to improve Team coordination. At the end, a case study was conducted to evaluate the proposed framework. The complete flow chart of research process portrayed in Fig. 1.

| TABLE 1. COORDINATION PROBLEMS IN DISTRIBUTED ENVIRONMENT AND THEIR POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-------------------|
| **Coordination Problems with Distributed Teams** | **Possible Solution** | **Reference** |
| Lack of face to face communication | Video conferencing | [27,28] |
| Response delay | Email notification | [29] |
| Spontaneous informal communication | Instant messages | [31-32] |
| Knowledge sharing | Discussion boards | [33-34] |
| Cultural differences | Theme based interfaces | [27,30] |
| Language difference | Language choice or language translator | [1,8] |
| Unavailability of project management tools | Web based project management systems | [34] |
| Data management | Database | [4,23,35] |
| Managing documentations | Wikis and google docs etc. | [36] |
| Replicating codes | Content versioning system | [1,37] |
| Security of network | Encryption techniques | [4] |
| Avoiding unauthorized access | Giving privileges | [38-39] |
Team coordination has a vital impact in the success of any project. However, with the enormous amount of benefit, team coordination has some menaces in the Software industry of Pakistan [14-15]. The literature review has highlighted these challenges. These identified barriers are investigated and considered to be removed from the Pakistani Software Industry.

A framework has been proposed with a proper sequence of activities, which involves the improved practices of coordination throughout the development cycle. Fig. 2 illustrate our team coordination proposed framework for mitigating challenges for the improvement in Pakistan Software Industry at different phases of software development using cloud. The cloud environment provides centralized online repository for all team members for synchronization of their works/activities at single platform instead of multiple sites for interconnections amongst teams.
Phase-I: Project Initialization: In this stage the risk management and cost management are completed through tools accessible. Feasibility report is generated by the feasibility study; generated scope will be defined to develop scope statement. Then we will prepare the project vision document, a register of everyone stakeholder is moreover recognized and update in the cloud repository.

Phase-II: Project Provisioning: The structure classifies DSD challenges, their appropriate solutions, plus suitable structure collection. Result of phase 2 is clearly distinct procedure for the close to plan, prototype managing system and statement mechanism.

Phase-III: Team Establishment: Behind the recognition of a suitable structure the team configuration is the subsequently connected technical surroundings are selected through online interviews. Team members profile is the work of art of the existing phase. Cloud will generate the summary to assist in transmission suitable roles and duties among members.

Phase-IV: Project Management: This phase emphasizes the planning analysis activities, calculating cost and monitoring activities assigned among members of teams with respect to their capabilities. The result formally enlisted in Work Breakdown Structure, resource assessment, visualized activities, documents and executive reports. The project controlling maintenance of the team members is on the pathway.

The central purpose of the proposed solution is to perk up the team coordination amongst group members. Table 1 shows the team coordination problems and their available solutions.

Phase-V: Development: The development team plays an essential role in the development of tasks and developed software modules which are the deliverables. This phase produce results as per test notes and tested code. The functional system or any functional module is totally incorporated in cloud.

Phase-VI: Later the reviews are conducted for deficiency elimination for formal review, and the validation report.

We use cloud environment for the implementation of our conceptual framework since cloud provides the presentation prototype (for proof of concepts and explaining design functionality) and exploratory prototype (to determine complications, elicit needs, clarify goals, compare design options) [24,40]. The purpose of the cloud paradigm is to eliminate installation that works towards reducing cost and presents other rewards such as trouble-free utilization, straight forward scalability, improved performance and cost minimization [24,40]. In order to avail these competent services of cloud, the proposed framework proposes that the project community will maintain their own cloud. The cloud will be rooted with the coordination mechanisms such as content versioning system, language translator, discussion forums etc.

3.1 Motivation for Using Cloud

Coordination is cheerlessly pretentious in geographic distances and are a series of attempts during DSD. This provides services, runtime binding and dynamic adaptation, diminishing of installation overhead at each location, centralized data existence, maintenance of services inventory, storage and retrieval of configurations [33]. Therefore, while keeping the current barriers of Pakistan Software Industry, usage of cloud approach will ensure the immense benefits of team coordination.
3.2 Tool Architecture

The ultimate goal of our research is to shift our conceptual framework into practice in order to provide proof of concepts. For our team coordination proposed framework to improve the team coordination for performance analysis used the N tiered model view architecture which used to change view-based architecture to action based architecture for formulating an abstract architecture [41] before heading towards tool’s formation. The Fig. 3 shows architecture of the proposed system. Architecture is comprised of the 3 layers; the presentation layer, Business logic layer and Data access layer. Proposed framework involves cloud support, thus cloud infrastructure and cloud services are in provision with the architecture. Bottom layer of the architecture is data access layer. It contains data access components and data utilities. This layer is the bridge to the relational record and object-oriented database management system. Centre layer is the business logic layer. Controller classes reside in business layer, and these classes signify the use of case managers that determine the application performance. Business layer characterizes the client-to-mid-tier edge. This business services layer pivots on the process objects layer; which embraces the parting of mid-tier from client. Top most layer of the proposed application is presentation layer. This layer comprised of everyone the graphical interfaces that are visible to users. Process objects layer governs the application layer and this process object layer separate mid-tier from client. Top part of the architecture in Fig. 3 represented that the user can access the request using any web browser. Cloud communications and cloud services provide the cloud support to the application. This support would be regarding to the deployment model of the cloud.

3.3 Tool Description

A tool is the architecture of team coordination proposed framework. The architecture serves as the high-level
design to shift conceptual approach to working prototype for incorporating and characterizing components and connectors. Thus, we evaluate our team coordination tool with existing tool i.e. MantisBT system used in distributed environments of Pakistan software industry.

We also compared our tool with existing tools on the base parameters selected from the existing literature. The comparative analysis used for tool effectiveness and results are portrayed in section 4. The tool is fully functional for developing the project in software company for evaluation and comparison with real scenario and existing tools. Meanwhile, section describes features and uses of developed tool on the base of team coordination proposed framework. Focal point of the research is team coordination, thus modules containing team coordination practices are described here. We include only mandatory design screen shots of tools to elaborate the functionality of team coordination instead of complete design.

**System Dashboard:** Fig. 4 represented system dashboard of the user. After logging in, every team member would have his/her system dashboard performance tasks assigned to him/her and current activities of the project to which he/she is team member. This will have improved the team coordination as team affiliate dose not have required coordinating for the assignment of tasks. This will also improve team activity awareness.

**Discussion Forums:** Discussion forum is additional in coordination module to hold up team coordination in proposed system. All team members concerned in the existing project can share their views, ask questions with reference to the existing activities and add comments on project. Fig. 5. shows discussion board of the planned system.

The proposed framework support team coordination tool other functionality attached in the Appendix-I.

4. **RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Evaluation of proposed solution is an imperative activity which cannot be overlooked. After providing the solution for the coordination problem in DSD, case study is adopted to evaluate the projected solution.
4.1 Case Study

An organization was selected to investigate the proposed phenomenon. Vendor based distributed software organization did not allow us to mention their name due to their privacy. Organization has offered many successful distributed projects. Testing of the selected MantisBT system is also performed at distributed locations. The company supports the disseminated development. The Team Coordination (Proposed Framework) was used to test the selected system to evaluate the effectiveness of team coordination resolution in distributed environment. Team occupied in development and testing of the selected case helped in evaluating the proposed solution. Questionnaires and interviews were the techniques used to gather information about the evaluation.

We selected the Rent-a-car company which developed same system with our Team coordination tool and MantisBT system approaches. Reviews are taken from team members, who used the proposed research solution in testing the selected case study. Reviews are taken to compare the results of both approaches. After the completion of the testing of case study, team members are given some parameters for the sake of evaluation. Participants are asked about the parameters such as: user satisfaction, ease of use, improved efficiency, understand ability, improved team coordination and cost advantage.

The data of reviews from both the teams who developed project using our proposed framework presented in Tables 2-3 presented the results of team who developed project without our proposed framework. Figs. 6-7 show the results of case study. The x-axis represents the assessments of factors for evaluation; whereas, y-axis represents the rating scale of participants. The results depicted that in the case our team coordination tool, most of the participants strongly agreed and also agreed with performance and team coordination issues resolution. Whereas, in case of MantisBT System most of the participants were not fully satisfied.
Results of survey showed that contestants have well-built tendency towards strongly agreed. There are very few respondents having attention towards disagreed and approximately no responses (minute) are recorded towards strong conflict. From the result, situation can be analyzed that the respondents are confident towards the proposed solution. Results showed that solution solves problems and supervise the team coordination performance in circulated environment with efficient improvement, higher satisfaction, understandability and cost benefit in scattered zones.

The selected parameters are a vital for tool evaluation and used in the existing studies i.e. [25,35-36,39] for the assessment of the proposed working system. The

MantisBT is used to develop the selected system and proposed tool is used to test the system, so reviews are gathered to compare the effectiveness of team coordination of both systems. Fig. 6 shows results for proposed system and Fig. 7 shows results of compared system. It can be clearly seen in the difference graph that the proposed solution has improved the team coordination than the compared system.

### 4.2 Comparison with Existing Tools

Table 4 shows the comparison of the proposed solution with the existing tools. Comparison is performed only for the coordination module of the existing tools as the solution is proposed to deal with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Strongly Agreed</th>
<th>Agreed</th>
<th>Partially Agreed</th>
<th>Not Agreed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Satisfaction</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Efficiency</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand Ability</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Team Coordination</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Advantage</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Strongly Agreed</th>
<th>Agreed</th>
<th>Partially Agreed</th>
<th>Not Agreed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Satisfaction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Use</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Efficiency</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand Ability</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved Team Coordination</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Advantage</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the team coordination activities. The comparison Table 4 shows that the existing tools are generic, their focus is towards project management activities. Very few of the existing tool incorporate team coordination problems solutions especially in distributed environment and these solutions provide different interfaces or websites to deal with team activities. Our team coordination proposed framework will help the software industry to mitigate team coordination problems while developing software in distributed environment of Pakistani industry using cloud computing. The Table 4 presented that our proposed framework support team coordination provides most of the required functionality mentioned as compared to existing tools.

![FIG. 6. RESULTS OF TEAM COORDINATION (PROPOSED FRAMEWORK)](image6.png)

![FIG. 7. RESULTS OF MANTISBT SYSTEM](image7.png)
5. CONCLUSION

Our contribution in research is discovery of the team coordination challenges due to sequential, environmental, cultural alterations and their recommended mitigation practices. This study improves team coordination in Pakistani disseminated progress of software. It is claimed that communication is a significant issue and must be improved for better collaboration amongst dispersed teams. Our team coordination proposed framework provides both theoretical and practical solution for the practitioners to improve quality, satisfaction and more foreign returns within limited resources. We used both formal and informal communiqué mechanisms for teams to collaborate effectively. This study reveals the state-of-practice DSD activities and cloud adoption in the context of Pakistani Software Industry. Our proposed framework also improving communication structure for better team coordination during working in Pakistani DSD environment. The results depicted that the conceivable solution enhanced team synchronization in DSD.

6. FUTURE WORK

In our future work, we will improve control and management of the vitality of requirements in a distributed environment, with mapping the change alongside its implementation. Similar investigations can be shown with a larger set of cases across the globe, which helps to increase the generalizability of our findings on cloud. We also plan to perform an empirical study to confirm our findings in a large scale DSD industry.
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APPENDIX-I: OTHER FEATURES OF PROPOSED FRAMEWORK SUPPORT TEAM COORDINATION
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